NO ARTIFICIAL

CLEANSE FOR LIFE

FLAVORS, COLORS,
OR SWEETENERS
SUITABLE FOR

VEGANS &
VEGETARIANS
GLUTEN

CLEANSE. NOURISH. REVITALIZE.

FREE

SOY

FREE

KOSHER

Cleanse Days
help eliminate
stubborn fat
and support
metabolism†

Nutritionally supported

intermittent fasting is
known as a Cleanse Day
and is a critical component
in the Isagenix System.†

Beneficial herbs
and botanicals like
aloe vera, turmeric,
and ashwagandha

Powerful
antioxidants
help protect
your body†

Nourishes

the body’s own
detoxification
systems†

The term “fasting” can be intimidating. That’s
why we created this product to make fasting
easy, effective, and even enjoyable.
Our bodies need specific key nutrients to
support cleansing. Most protocols don’t include
key nutrients that maximize the benefits from
fasting. Cleanse for Life® provides a synergistic
blend of vitamins, herbs, and botanicals that
nourish the body and support its natural
detoxification processes.

IDEAL IF YOU WANT TO:
• Detoxify your body and help eliminate
stubborn fat by completing Cleanse Days
for one or two days.
• Support overall health.
• Do a reset to get back on track with your
wellness goals.†
• Nourish your body daily with
beneficial ingredients.†

FLAVORS:
Natural Rich Berry: Available in powder
(16 servings) or liquid (2-ounce or 32-ounce bottle).
Peach Mango: Available in powder (16 servings).

†This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

WHY CLEANSE FOR LIFE IS
IMPORTANT FOR YOUR BODY

WHAT IS INTERMITTENT
FASTING?

Support your body’s natural
detoxification systems

The Isagenix weight loss system uses Cleanse Days,
or intermittent fasting, to help your body lose weight,
burn fat, and detoxify. Cleanse for Life is crucial to this
process because it delivers the nutrients your body needs
most with minimal calories. That’s what elevates your
intermittent fasting day to an Isagenix Cleanse Day!

The gentle cleansing herbs and botanicals in Cleanse for
Life® support the detoxification process and help protect
against the effects of oxidative stress.†

Eliminate stubborn fat,
especially belly fat
Cleanse Days help support fat loss when used as part of an
Isagenix System.†

Give your body a rest
Cleanse Days let your body rest and help you reset.†

HOW TO CLEANSE
Take Cleanse for Life daily as part of a balanced diet to
promote better health, or use it as part of your Cleanse
Days for additional benefits.
For more detailed guidance, be sure to check out the “How
To Do a Cleanse Day” video on IsaMovie.com.

Not sure you’ll get the nutrition you crave and the taste you
want? We are. So much so that you’ll get your money back
if you’re not satisfied.
We’re so confident in our products that we offer a 30-day
product satisfaction guarantee on your first order.		
Check out the Product Return & Refund Policy for details.
Visit the Resources tab at IsaProduct.com to view
allergen information.
Visit the product page at IsaProduct.com for nutrition and
ingredient details on powder and liquid Cleanse for Life.

For more information,
contact your Isagenix
Independent Associate:

†This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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In a 12-week clinical study, participants following the
Isagenix 30 Day System that included Cleanse Days had a
20 percent reduction in fat mass and a 33 percent increase
in total PCB (a environmental toxin) release from fat stores.

